Jostens Renaissance® School of Distinction
Requirements by Tier for SY22
Criteria
Defining measurable Renaissance
Goals
Integrating The Harbor character
development video series

Silver Tier

Submit as Proof

Gold Tier

Submit as Proof

Platinum Tier

Define your Renaissance group's goals and
values and explain how the group
represents the diversity of your school.
Confirm that 10% of students see it at least
10 times per year and provide student and
staffulty feedback.

Define your Renaissance group's goals and
values and explain how the group
represents the diversity of your school.
Confirm that 20% of students see it at least
10 times per year and provide student and
staffulty feedback.

Define your Renaissance group's goals and
values and explain how the group
represents the diversity of your school.
Confirm that 30% of students see it at least
10 times per year and provide student and
staffulty feedback.

Submit as Proof

Promoting Commitment to
Graduate messages

Coordinate 1 C2G activity or display and
Coordinate 2 C2G activities or displays and Coordinate 3 C2G activities or displays and
provide an image or video and description. provide images or videos and descriptions. provide images or videos and descriptions.

Submitting ideas to the Idea
Exchange

Submit one new idea to the Idea Exchange, Submit two new ideas to the Idea
Submit one new idea to the Idea Exchange,
including at least one image or video for
Exchange, including at least one image or
including at least one image or video.
each.
video for each.

Implementing an idea from the Idea
Submit an image or video and description
Exchange that hasn't been done in
of the idea.
your school
Follow Jostens Renaissance on Facebook,
Joining the Renaissance
Instagram and Twitter and provide the
conversation on social media
handle used.

Submit an image or video and description
of the idea.

Submit an image or video and description
of the idea.

Follow Jostens Renaissance on Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter and provide the
handle used.

Follow Jostens Renaissance on Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter and provide the
handle used.

Recognizing students for character, Provide details of your student recognition Provide details of your student recognition Provide details of your school-wide card or
and submit an image or video and
level system for student recognition and
kindness, academic excellence, hard and submit an image or video and
description.
submit an image or video and description.
work, and academic improvement. description.
Recognizing staffulty members as a
whole, in small groups, and
individually, sometimes in front of
students.

Describe how you recognize all staffulty or
groups of staffulty twice a year, and at least
5 individuals per year, and submit an image
or video and description.

Describe how you recognize all staffulty or
groups of staffulty twice a year, and at least
8 individuals per year, and submit an image
or video and description.

Describe how you recognize all staffulty or
groups of staffulty twice a year, and at least
10 individuals per year, and submit an
image or video and description.

Criteria

Silver Tier

Submit as Proof

Gold Tier

Submit as Proof

Platinum Tier
Submit as Proof

Complete a new project that transforms an Complete a new project that transforms an Complete a new project that transforms an
Reinforcing school values through
area of your campus, and provide details
area of your campus, and provide details
area of your campus, and provide details
the look of the school.
and an image or video and description.
and an image or video and description.
and an image or video and description.

Tracking success metrics

Identify and track 3 metrics that can be
impacted by culture and climate
improvement, and complete online form to
provide details.

Surveying stakeholders via The Pulse
Student Recognition Survey

Not required for Silver

Administer the Pulse survey and describe Administer the Pulse survey and describe
your findings and one area to be improved. your findings and one area to be improved.

Celebrating with a Renaissance Rally

Not required for Silver

Hold a Renaissance Rally and submit details Hold a Renaissance Rally and submit details
to confirm key recognitions, with images or to confirm key recognitions, with images or
videos and descriptions.
videos and descriptions.

Developing partnerships with the
community

Not required for Silver

Provide details about the partnership to
show the benefits for both parties.

Making a difference with service
projects

Not required for Silver

Not required for Gold

Driving awareness of Renaissance
activities through media coverage

Not required for Silver

Not required for Gold

Collaborating with other schools

Not required for Silver

Identify and track 3 metrics that can be
impacted by culture and climate
improvement, and complete online form to
provide details.

Not required for Gold

Identify and track 3 metrics that can be
impacted by culture and climate
improvement, and complete online form to
provide details.

Provide details about the partnership to
show the benefits for both parties.
Perform a Renaissance service project,
describe its impact and submit a video
interview of someone affected by the
project.
Submit details and links to positive
Renaissance media coverage by an official
community media outlet.
Share ideas with at least one other school
at a Renaissance live event or
collaboration, and provide details about the
event and what you got out of it.

